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NUMBERS, OPERATIONS & MEASUREMENTS This fantastic overview of fractions, ratios,

proportions, properties and more is great for middle and high school students. It will help boost math

confidence and test scores.  Â   It includes information on: â€¢Â symbols  â€¢Â place value 

â€¢Â roman numerals  â€¢Â decimal operations  â€¢Â integer operations  â€¢Â fraction operations 

â€¢Â factorization  â€¢Â greatest common factors & least common multiples  â€¢Â scientific notation 

â€¢Â ratios & proportions  â€¢Â measurement  â€¢Â properties  â€¢Â and much moreâ€¦
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I am extremely pleased with this product. I love all of the bar charts quick study guides. They are

great for all ages to have on hand for those sneaky formulas we constantly need reminders with. I

am a home educator and work with children in various ages and I recommend getting this entire

series of Fundamentals from the very beginning. You never know as a parent or teacher when you

will be asked a question you just can't remember, or to have on hand for quick reference for

students to have at their fingertips. The quality is great and holds up well to long term use. I keep

these in a binder with our math study tools so anyone can access them and not worry about

forgetting steps.

The quick study reference guides for math fundamentals has been a blessing in disguise and has

helped in more ways than one. It has allowed me to help tutor my high school students with their



order of operations as well as been a handy guide I could slip into a clip board over my desk for

whenever I've done order of operations or worked simple algebraic equations. The print is large and

easy to read and the clear laminated cover is so wonderful, you can spill your coffee on it and it

won't ruin it! If your taking any math classes, I'd recommend having one of these around. They are

helpful in more ways than one.

Christmas hit, even for the old folks. Great reference chart. I got one for me and then purchased

more for other family members. Quicker than google. Lots of great info and pretty handy overall.

Love that it's laminated. I got the Weights and Measures Guide, too. We had a great "quiz fest" on

Christmas Day!

I have a 14yr old that I home school and he is having trouble with Math. These charts are very

detailed and self explanatory and I would encourage anyone struggling in Math to try these out.

They really do help. The cost is very low and they deliver very very quickly!

It's not just 1 page front and back. It's actually one big sheet folded in half to make 4 pages.

Reminds you in a more clear way how to do all the basic arithmetic, how to factor, reduce etc.

Really helpful and so much clearer than it was when I was first trying to learn it as a kid.

This is a two sided sheet. great for students. goes along with 2 & 3 math sheets. convenient for

placing in notebooks or binders. i like the lamination

Of all the math references I have puchased this gets usedt he most. It really illustrates how ruty my

skills have become and how mucg I really needed a tool like this.

So glad I ordered this, just started college and it was a great refresher for me. I use it all the time

and will be able to pass it along to my niece as well.
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